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Abstract 

Neural netscan be simulated using the new circuit simulator plato. Plato contains 
basically three improvements over other existing circuit simulators. These are a 
piecewise linear component modeling technique, the use of latency of sub circuits 
and the distributed storage of the circuit information. Plato furthermore uses some 
optimizations. For example, for most networks the system matrix is sparse, so plato 
offers sparse techniques that take advantage of this fact and thus reduce simulation 
time. 

Neural nets can he used to solve optimization problems. Those networks consist of 
neurons and connections, and arebasedon the structures found in biologica! brains. 
Nets for optimization problems can be found by transforming individual problem 
constraints into separate contributions to the energy function of the neural net. 
This energy function describes the total energy of the circuit and de termines i ts final 
state, which represents a solution to the problem. From the energy function the 
system matrix can easily be found. 

Plato was modified to make it especially suited for neural net simulation. Because 
neural nets have very many interconnections, the circuit matrix of such a net is not 
sparse, causing the sparse techniques to impose an extra, undesired overhead. 
Therefore these sparse techniques were removed. Furthermore the matrix 
descrihing the neuron has some special properties. Routines that use this matrix 
could he considerably simplified, taking advantage of this special matrix structure. 
In addition to these modifications, plato was adapted to use the special 
vector/concurrency capabilities ofthe available alliant fx/8 computer. 

To test the performance gain obtained by the various stages of the optimization 
process, the neural net for the tsp problem was used. A special program was 
written to produce the plato input from a functional specifica ti on of the tsp problem. 
Various instances of this problem were used to test the performance for different 
problem sizes. 

The changes made to plato resulted in a performance gain of 70%. This gain cannot 
easily be further enhanced, because 77% of the total simulation time is spent in 
routines that already are optimized as far as possible. 

The simulation time greatly depends u pon the method of integration used by plato 
and u pon the accuracy of integration. Best results were obtained with the trapezium 
integration method. An instabie method is forward Euler, resulting in small time 
steps and hence long simwation times. The best value for the integration accuracy 
is lo-2 • 

It is suggested that, if plato is going to be used for neural net simulation, a program 
is written that converts a generic description of a neural net directly into a data 
structure that can be used by plato. This saves much overhead. 
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1. Introduetion 

Nowadays, electrical circuit simulation is performed mostly using software tools like 
SPICE that are based on the Newton-Raphson iteration method. Tools using this 
iteration scheme are widely in use, as well in industry as in academie environments. 
But they have a number of drawbacks. Firstly, they are computationally very 
expensive. In each iteration the complete set of circuit equations is solved. 
Secondly, as has been known for a long time, the Newton Raphson scheme is 
hampered by convergence problems. Thirdly the user cannot change existing 
component models or introduce new models. 

To overcome these problems, the circuit simulator plato [7] has been developed. lts 
name is an acronym for Piecewise Linear Analysis TOoi. lt has for its components 
models piecewise linear models, and the user may update the component library. 
Furthermore latency of sub circuits is exploited, a different timestep is assigned to 
differentpartsof the circuit. Because with the piecewise linear rnadeling technique 
both analog and digital components can he defined, plato is also capable of mixed 
level simulation. Plato includes several optimizations, for example because nearly 
all practical networks have a low degree of interconnectivity (which causes the 
network matrix to he sparse) the simulator internally works with sparse data 
structures. 

With its new approaches, plato offers for most networks a very nice alternative to 
the simulatorsbasedon the classic Newton-Raphson scheme. But when networks 
with a high degree of interconnectivity are simulated, some of the various 
techniques and tricks that are used in plato become abundant. An example of a 
network type with many connections is the neural net. An additional property of 
neural nets is that they are built from identical components, called neurons. There 
even are neural nets in which every neuron is connected to every other neuron, this 
type is called completely connected. An example of a completely connected neural 
net is the one that is used to solve the well known traveling salesman problem. 

Because currently research is being done into the applicability of neural nets in the 
field of automatic system design, there is a need for a neural network simulation 
tooi. lt was decided to modify the existing version of the circuit simulator plato to 
make it especially suitable for the simulation of neural nets. This means taking 
advantage of the special properties of neural nets to speed up plato. To accomplish 
this goal, several modifications were made. 

In chapter 2 a brief introduetion is given on neural nets. Also discussed there is a 
neural net for the tsp problem. In chapter 3 are discussed those parts of plato that 
are important to understand how simplifications can he made if only neural nets are 
simulated. 1t is not attempted to gain a complete insight into the workings of plato, 
merely is tried to get a picture of the parts of plato that do not perfarm very well for 
neural net simulation. In chapter 4 are discussed the actual changes that were 
made to plato in order to speed up neural network simulation. In chapter 5 are 
evaluated the tests that were run to measure the obtained performance gain for the 
various modifications. Finallyin chapter 6 are abstracted the conclusions and are 
made final recommendations. 
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2. Neural nets 

Some properties and the general topology of neural nets are eliscussed. 1t is noted 
that this chapter merely serves as a brief, informal introduetion on the subject. For 
a more elaborate treatment refer to the appropriate literature. 

2.1 An introduetion into neural nets 

The last few years, much research has beendoneon the applicability of neural nets 
and on suitable methods for mapping optimization problems on such a net. A great 
deal of literature has been written on the subject, for instanee [2] which gives a 
complete treatment or [6] which offers a more global introduction. 

Generally speaking, neural nets offer the possibility to solve problems using a 
network based on the structures found in biological brains. In neural nets we find 
the abstract counterparts of physical structures such as neurons and synapses. lt 
turns out that neural nets are suited for solving optimization problems. Some 
examples of such problems are: Given a circuit board with components, what is the 
most effective way to wire the board? Given a map, color it using as little colors as 
possible. Given a set of locations on a flat twoelimensional surface, find the minimal 
elistance that has to he traveled to visit every location. This last problem is called 
the Traveling Salesman Problem (tsp). The answer to an optimization problem is a 
salution which satisfies a certain constraint. Another class of problems is formed by 
decision problems, the answer to which is either yes or no. Because every 
optimization problem can he stated as a decision problem and vice versa, neural 
nets are suited for the salution of both optimization and decision problems. For 
instance: if the tsp problem is stated as an optimization problem, the salution is the 
minimum distance that has to hetraveled to visiteach location. The constraint that 
has to he satisfied is that the total traveled elistance must he minimized. lf the tsp 
problem is formulated as a decision problem, we ask whether we can visit every 
location while travelinga distance equal to or below a certain limit. Obviously the 
answer to this question is either yes or no. For more information refer to. [3] 

The basic buildingblockof a neural net is the Hopfield neuron, depicted in Fig. 2.1. 
This neuron basically is a non-linear analog summing device. The first stage 
consists of a summer with inhibitory inputs (circles) and excitatory inputs. The 
excitatory inputs are directly passed to the summing device, while the inhibitory 
inputs are first inverted. After adelition, the inputs are amplified by a constant gain 
G. With this gain factor the input sensitivity ofthe neuron is adjusted. lfthe gainis 
very high the neuron is very sensitive and behaves like a comparator. The slightest 
positive input will then drive the output towards 1. If the gainis too low then the 
neuron does not easily choose a stabie output value. Normally, when connected in a 
network, neurons all have an identical offset input. If the gain is very low, the 
neuron inputs are dominated by this offset value so the neuron outputs have 
approximately the same value. Finally the nonlinear element compresses the 
summed and amplified inputs, causing the neuron output value to he in the range 
[0, 1]. Note that the transition function of the nonlinear device is a sigmoid. The 
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summer ga in nonlinearity 

Gx 
output 

Figure 2.1. Circuit modelfora Hopfield neuron 

form ofthis sigmoid depends on G, for highervalues ofG the curve is sharper. 

Typically, a neural net is composed of many neurons. Each neuron output is 
connected to one or more excitatory or inhibitoryinputs ofmany other neurons. For 
example re gard the neural net of Fig. 2.2. 

Figure 2.2. An example of a neural net: the 5-flop 

It is composed of five neurons like that of Fig. 2.1, which are schematically 
represented. In this particular net, each neuron has its output coupled to the 
inhibitoryinputs of the other four neurons. If the output of one neuron rises then 
the other neurons are suppressed by the inhibitory connections; each neuron strives 
to suppress the four others. The outputscan take any value in the range [0, 1]. To 
start a calculation, we havetobring the net into an unstable state. This is a state in 
which the internal energy of the network is high. This is accomplished by giving all 
5 outputs an initial value somewhere between 0 and 1. The state of the network 
now resembles a marbie lying precisely on the top of a smooth hill. When we let the 
net go, starting from this situation its symmetrie state will eventually be disturbed 
by random noise fluctuations, which are provided by rounding errors if the net is 
simulated on a digital computer. With its symmetry broken the net will rapidly 
converge to a stabie state, like our marbie rolling down the hili. Because of the 
inhibitory connections this is a state in which only one of the neurons is active. 
These connections can he seen as defining the landscape around the hilltop. 
According to our network there are five equally spaeed valleys radiating from our 
hill. The hypothetical marbie could choose any of these valleys with equal 
probability to reach a lower state of energy. 

Because the discussed network has only five stabie states, it is called a 5-flop, a 
term derived from flip-flop which denotes a device that has only two stabie states. 
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The general case of such a net is called an n-fiop, in a stabie state only 1 neuron out 
of n can be active. With such an n-fiop we can repreaent an integer that can take n 
values. In fact the n-fiop maps the integer programming problem to the binary 
programming problem, each bit is represented by an n-fiop neuron. 

Some problems arise with the actual implementation of a neural net. For instance, 
it is not exactly easy to let precisely one neuron win. With the network of Fig. 2.2, in 
the end more then 1 neuron could he active simultaneously. Also no neuron could he 
active at all or, if the neuron gainis too high, the net could end up in an oscillating 
state. An actual good implementation depends heavily on the correct choice of 
constant factors such as the neuron gain or the offset. Considerations like these are 
discussed in some more depth in chapter 5. The 5-fiop merely serves as an example 
to gain insight in the ideas that lay behind such nets. More about the actual 
implementation of a neural net is said in section 2.3. 

A few observations can be made about the calculation processof our network. It is 
seen that, in contrast to sequentia! computers, neural nets calculate a salution 
massively parallel. Each neuron contributes to the calculation of the final state 
during the time that elapses between the initialization of the network and the 
moment a final state is reached. Thus the complete network participates in the 
solving process. When the tsp problem would be solved on a sequentia! computer 
this amounts in an enormous amount of steps, with little being done in each step. 
In contrast, as seen in -for instance- the human brain, the neural net takes only a 
few neural time constauts to reach a stabie state, while a lot happens in one such 
time constant. 

Another feature of neural nets is that the reached salution does not necessarily has 
to be optima!. In fact, the salution found by a neural net is generally just one of 
many very good solutions. Very good here means that the salution is only marginally 
worse than the best solution. For very many applications, like vision and robotics, 
this "good" salution suffices, because in these applications it is orten more 
convenient to have a very good salution very fast than a marginally better exact 
salution that takes much more time to compute. 

The natura! question that arises at this stage is: how does one find a network that 
solves a certain problem? Note that the network has to represent a salution to the 
problem it solves. Therefore this salution must he cast into a form that can he 
represented by a neural net, after which a net must be found that by its topology 
represents the form ofthis encoded solution. It will he shown that, if a good salution 
encoding is chosen, this is accomplished rather easily. Another constraint that must 
be met by the net is that it should prefer good solutions. In sections 2.2 and 2.3 it is 
demonstrated that we can meet demands like this by adding specific inhibitory 
interconnections to our net. In section 2.2 an intuitive approach is presented for 
constructing a net for the tsp problem, while in section 2.3 is discussed a more 
correct, rigid approach. 

2.2 The traveling salesman problem 

lnformally, the tsp problem is described as follows. Suppose that a salesman has to 
visit n cities toperfarm his trade. lt is assumed that this hypothetical salesman is 
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transporled by airplane, so that he is able to travel in straight lines. A route that 
takes him along each city and returns him to his starting point is called a tour. 
According to the time = money principle, the salesman tries to choose the best 
possible route, that is: the route which enables him to visit every city once while 
minimizing the total traveled distance. In other words: he will search for the 
shortest tour. The calculation of this shortest tour is called the tsp problem. To find 
the shortest tour is very hard, in fact this problem belongs to the class of NP
complete problems. The time needed to solve it increases exponentially with 
problem size (the numher of cities). This is easily understood when the number of 
possible routes is evaluated. If there are n cities to he visited, there are n! possible 
tours. Because each such tour has n different starting points and can hetraveled in 
2 directions, the total number of distinct, closed paths is n! I 2n, which grows 
exponentially with the number of cities n. Because all these possibilities will have 
to he evaluated, and because one tour can he evaluated in time 0 (n ), the time 
needed to find the optimal tour increases exponentially with problem size. 

It turns out that a tsp problem salution is represented by a neural net in an elegant 
way. To find the net, the first step is to code the salution of the tsp problem into a 
form that resembles the topology of a neural net. Suppose that we have a tsp 
problem with n = 5 cities, labeled A · · · E. The salution of the problem can he 
represented by a string of these letters. A possible salution (not necessarily optima!) 
is given by the string C-A-E-B -D. Such a string forms one of many possible 
encodings of that salution to the tsp problem. An encoding which more suits our 
purposes is one that associates with each city a string of 5 binary digits. Because in 
our solution, city C is the first visited city, according to this encoding scheme the 
string associated with C is 

10000 

The complete salution is represented by the matrix that has for its rows the strings 
associated with city A · · · E. A complete representation of our salution is thus given 
by the salution matrix 

1 2 3 4 5 
A 0 1 0 0 0 
B 0 0 0 1 0 
c 1 0 0 0 0 
D 0 0 0 0 1 
E 0 0 1 0 0 

meaning that fust cityCis visited, then city A etc. Note that a matrix ofthis form is 
called apermutation matrix, it contains exactly one 1 entry in each row or column. 

It will he shown that this encoding scheme can he easily mapped on a neural net. 
Note that each row of the salution matrix has only one non-zero element. But this is 
just the property of the 5-flop of Fig. 2.2. Therefore, a matrix row can he 
represented by one 5-flop. Now suppose that we have a neural net, constructed of 
five stacked 5-flops, thus consisting of 5 * 5 = 25 neurons. Because each row is a 5-
flop, in the end only one neuron will he active in each row. Now add additional 
inhibitory connections between the neurons in each column, according to the 5-flop 
scheme, so each neuron of a row 5-flop will have inhibitory connections to the other 
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four neurons in its column. Then also in each column, only one neuron will he 
active in the stabie state of our network. Therefore the network constructed in this 
manner represents a permutation matrix: it represents a syntactically correct 
solution to the 5 city tsp problem. 

The last step towards the construction of the final network consists of the addition 
of inhibitory connections that will enforce the solution to he one of a small 
percentage of near-optimal solutions. To see how that can he accomplished, again 
examine the solution matrix. One row ofthis matrix represents one city, and has an 
en try for each position that this city can have in a tour. Of course only one of these 
entries is 1, the city is visited exactly once. Examine one of the n 2 matrix entries, 
and the neuron that represents this entry. Suppose our entry is in row Bat position 
3, representing tour position 3 of city B. Give this entry, and its corresponding 
neuron, label B3. The columns to the leftand right of entry B3 contain exactly one 1 
entry. lf entry B3 would he 1 then these two 1 entries determine which cities are 
visited just before and just after city B. Therefore these columns can he regarcled as 
the "coming from" and "going to" columns (in this scheme, the left- and rightmost 
columns of the matrix are considered to he adjoining). Assume that the intercity 
distances are normalized, so that the largest distance is 1 (this imposes no loss of 
generality). Now add inhibitory connections to neuron B3, coming from the neurons 
in its "coming from" and "going to" columns (2 and 4) that are not in row B. If the 
distance between city B and Cis 0.7, then the inhibitory connections from neurons 
C2 and C4 to neuron B3 have strength 0.7. It will he clear that if neurons in 
different rows and in two adjoining columns represent cities that are close toeach 
other, these neurons have small mutual inhibitory connections and therefore a 
bigger chance of simultaneously being active than when the inter city distance is 
large. In other words: solutions that minimize the distance between these two cities 
have a higher probability of occurring than other solutions. Now give all neurons 
such additional inhibitory connections from their adjoining columns. Then solutions 
that minimize the total tour length have a higher probability of occurring. 
Therefore, by adding these connections, we have constructed a neural net that not 
only represents a syntactically correct solution to the tsp problem, but also 
generates solutions that minimize the total tour length. 

2.3 The tsp energy function 

AB remarked in the previous section, to obtain a solution with a neural net it is 
brought into a state of high energy. After it is turned loose it setties down into a 
state of lower energy. Exactly which state this is (stated differently: exactly what 
neurons are active in that state) depends on the topology of the network. It turned 
out that solution constraints can he formulated, and that these constraints 
intuitively lead to a specific network topology. But there exists a more general 
method, that starts by translating the constraints into different terms that together 
constitute the network energy function. This method, and the idea of an energy 
function as deduced by Hopfield are treated here. 

Firstly the model of our neurons must he adjusted, because in the neuron of Fig. 2.1 
no energy can he stored. To make this possible, we have to make our neurons more 
"physical", we have to introduce a delay that represents the propagation time of an 
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input change to the output. Here the analog model for the neuron is used that 
originally was designed by Hopfield and Tank [2]. The neural delay is represented 
by an RC network at the input of each neuron. This RC network models the cell 
membrane impedance of a biologica! neuron. Furthermore, unlike biologica} 
neurons, the neurons do nothave inhibitory and excitatory inputs but insteadeach 
neuron has two identical amplifiers, one ofwhich is inverting. The total energy that 
is stored in the neural net depends on the neuron parameters and the 
interconnections. The function that describes the total energy is called the energy 
function. Hopfield and Tank deduced the tsp energy function based on a circuit 
composed of analog summation devices. 

A general model of such an analog circuit is depicted in Fig. 2.3. 

• • • 
T21 

• • • 

Figure 2.3. The analog neural net 

The output of a neuron can be connected to any other neuron through a conneetion 
network. A dot at an intersection in this network represents a resistor that 
connects the intersecting lines. With this resistors we can infiuence the strengthof 
an inhibitory or excitatory connection. The network energy is supplied by the input 
currents h, I 2 , •.•• In. Synapses are represented with resistors ofvalue RiJ= 1/Tij. 
If the synapse is excitatory (TiJ > 0), the resistor is connected to the normal output of 
neuron j. lf the synapse is inhibitory (TiJ< 0), the resistor is connected to the 
inverted output of neuron j. So with matrix T the connectivity of the neurons is 
described. Therefore T is called the conneetion matrix. Note that for the 5-city tsp 
problem the dimension of T is N = 25•25 = 625, which is the square of the number of 
neurons in the circuit. 

Let the non-inverting and inverting outputs of neuron i be Vi and -Vi. The Kirchoff 
current equation fortheinput of neuron i is given by 
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N 

{

C·(du·ldt)- ~ T .. V·- u· IR· +1· I I - .t.J IJ J I I I 

j=l 

vj =g(u) (2.1) 

Here Ri is a parallel combination of the input resistor Pi of neuron i and the resistor 
val u es of the conneetion network: 

N 
1 I Ri = 1 I Pi + L 1 I Rij 

j=l 
(2.2) 

Furthermore g(u) is the transition function of the nonlinear element of Fig. 2.1. 
Let all neurons have identical RC networks and let all values Rij of the resistor 
network he equal, so that Ri = R and Ci = C. Furthermore di vide (2.1) by C and 
redefine Tij IC and I i IC as Tij and I i. Then (2.1) transforms to 

N 
dud dt = -ud 't + L Tij Vj +I i 

j=l 

't=RC 
vj =g(uj) 

(2.3) 

If the input voltages of the neurons at t = 0 are given, this equation describes the 
evolution of the state of the network with time. Integration of this equation allows 
any hypothetical network to he simulated on a computer. The equation that 
describes the energy of the complete networkis derived from (2.3) and is given by 

N N N 
E =-112 L L Tijvivj - :E VJi (2.4) 

i=lj=l i=l 

If the curves of the non linearities are sharp, then the stabie energy states of a 
neural net are the local minima of (2.4). In the terminology of Hopfield, the state 
space over which the circuit operates is the interior of the N-dimensional hypercube 
defined by Vi = 0 or 1. Therefore, in the high gain limit, the stabie states of the 
network are the corners of this hypercube. It follows that by choosing 
interconnectivities Tij and input bias currents h a neural net can he constructed 
that describes the solution to an optimization problem. Then the networkis brought 
in an unstable state by choosing initia! input voltages ui and converges toa stabie 
state that represents a solution. 

All necessary requirements fora correct and good solution to the tsp problem can he 
met by adding for each requirement an additional term in the energy function. The 
fust requirement is that the energy function must favor stabie states that have the 
form of a permutation matrix. According to Hopfi.eld, this requirement is met by the 
energy function 
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E =A /2 _L _L _LVxi Vxj + B /2 _L _L _L Vxi Vyi + C /2 ( _L _LVXi- n )2 (2.5) 
X i j~ i X Y-li\X X i 

The n 2 neurons are labeled according to a scheme in which VXi means the i-th 
neuron of row (city) X. lt is easily seen that the first triple sum is zero if, in each 
row, no more than one neuron output is 1. The second triple sum is zero if in each 
column no more than 1 neuron is one. To makesure that exactly n neurons have 
output value 1 in an n city tsp problem, the third term is present. Thus (2.5) has 
value 0 only for those solutions that have the form of a permutation matrix. To 
ensure that short tours are favored, an additional term is added: 

D /2 _L _L _L dXYVxd VY,i+1 + VY,i -1 ) (2.6) 
X Y;tX i 

Here dXY is the distance of cities X and Y. Note that fora valid tour (2.6) represents 
the numerical length of the tour. This term amounts to connections that enforce a 
good solution, as discussed in section 2.2. The total energy function of the tsp 
problem is the summation of eqs. (2.5) and (2.6). 

The conneetion matrix is easily deduced from the energy function. The elements Tij 
are found when the energy equation for the tsp network is compared with the 
general form ofthe energy function (2.4). The elements are: 

Txi, Yj = -A oXY(l - oij) 
-B Oij(1 - ÖXY) 
-C 
-DdXY<oj,i+1 +Oj,i-1) (2.7) 

Here Oij = 1<=>i =j. The four terms represent respectively the inhibitory connections 
within each row, the inhibitory connections within each column, the global 
inhibition and the data term. The external input currents are: 

(2.8) 

2.4 Conclusions 

It was shown that, generally, a neural net is a circuit composed of interconnected 
neurons. Some properties of our neural nets are that all components are identical 
neurons and that these neurons have very many mutually inhibitory connections. A 
neuron is the circuit equivalent of its biologica! counterpart, The treated neurons 
have electrical equivalents for features of biologica! neurons like cell membrane 
im.pedance, inverting and non-inverting inputs, gain and non-linearity. 

A neural net that represents a solution to an optimization problem may he found in 
two steps, namely by firstly coding the solution in a form that can he represented by 
the network topology and secondly adding inhibitory connections that ensure that 
the found solution is near-optimal. To illustrate how a neural net for an 
optimization problem can be found, the neural net for the tsp problem was 
constructed. It was shown that the tsp problem can be formulated in terms of 
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several constraints, a valid and good solution to the problem has to meet these 
individual constraints. 

A formal approach to the construction of a neural net for a specific problem is to 
translate the various constraints into individual terms that together constitute the 
network energy function. By comparing this energy function with the general form 
of the energy function as given by eq. (2.4), the conneetion matrix is deduced. This 
conneetion matrix describes the connections between the network neurons and 
therefore defines the network topology. The energy function and conneetion matrix 
of the tsp problem were deduced. 
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3. Plato 

Plato is a very complicated piece of software. To explain the complete user 
interface, program structure and simulation process would require a lot of space and 
is out of the scope of this report. In this place only those parts are discussed that 
are important to understand how the changes that are discussed in chapter 4 result 
in a more efficient simulation of neural nets. No special attention is paid to the 
simulation process itself. 

3.1 Sparse implementation 

In genera!, a network that is simulated with plato is composed of components and 
interconnections. In most simulators, the information about the circuit elements 
and interconnections is contained in one large system matrix. However in plato this 
information is stored in a distrihuted form. Plato knows leafcells that hold all 
information ahout the individual circuit components, which in our case are all 
neurons. The description of each neuron is stored in the leafcell matrix of its 
corresponding leafcell. Information ahout the interconnections is contained in a 
separate system matrix. The leafcell matrix and linear mapping are discussed in 
section 3.2. Here is discussed the large system matrix. 

Evidently for most networks the num.her of interconnections will he moderate, and 
therefore the system matrix will he sparse. Plato was written to take into account 
this fact. The procedures that involve the system matrix were written to create 
little fill-in, so that the system matrix remains sparse throughout the entire 
simulation process. To take full advantage of the sparsity of this matrix and the 
souree vectors, they are implemented as sparse data structures. 

The nonzero elementsof the matrix are stored in a hi-threaded list, as seen in Fig. 
3.1. Because there are performed updates on this system matrix S with regular 
intervals, it is decomposed into its LU factorization, according to: 

S=L U 

The updates are then composed on the factorization of the system matrix, which 
turns out to he cheaper. 

The system matrix S and the triangular matrices L and U are stored in a sparse 
data structure depicted in Fig. 3.1. This structure is a hi-threaded list of matrix 
elements. Every element contains 6 fields: 

1. row_id: row index ofthis element 

2. col_id: column index of this element 

3. val: value ofthis system matrix element 

4. lu_val: value ofthe LU decomposition ofthis system matrix element 

5. next_row: pointer to the next row 
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col head -
I I I I I 

-

OIOI5 11 01112 11 01317 lil 

-

11012 11 11114 lil 

row_head r--

21119 11 21318 11 j 

f---

31217 11 31313 lil 

~ 

Figure 3.1. Sparse matrix data structure 

6. next_col: pointer to the next column 

No lu-decomposition has yet been performed on this matrix, so field lu_val of each 
element is empty. The system matrix has tot_eqs rows and tot_vars columns. For 
any physical circuit, the system matrix will be square, so tot_eqs = tot_vars. With 
row _index = r and col_ index = c: 

{ 

Lrc ; r > c 
lu_val = Ure; r :s;c 

The rows and columns can be accessed through pointer arrays row_head and 
col_head. The diagorral elements can be accessed directly through a third pointer 
array diag that is not depicted in Fig. 3.1. This array is important because the 
update algorithm has iteration loops that start at the pivot elements. lf diag would 
not have been implemented, the diagorral elements would have to he found by 
traversing the linked lists, which of course is very time consuming. 

Generally the elements of the system matrix or souree veetors are called sparse 
elements. The sparse veetors arestoredas linked lists, like one system matrix row 
or column. Each vector element is composed of 3 fields: 
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1. index: index of the element 

2. val: value of the element 

3. next: pointer to the next element 

To facilitate operations on the sparse matrix and vectors, several procedures are 
used. Amongst others, there are procedures for the following operations: 

• create sparse elements 

• add sparse elements to an existing vector or matrix 

• delete sparse elements from an existing vector or matrix 

• merge sparse veetors 

Note that because generally the conneetion matrix of a neural net is not sparse, for 
these networks the sparse techniques impose an extra overhead. lt is expected that 
routines which perform much operations on the sparse structures will he 
considerably less expensive if the sparse techniques are removed. Precisely how 
this is done is discussed in section 4.2. 

3.2 Pwl matrix of the hopfield neuron 

The piecewise linear modeling technique that is used for the dynamica! description 
of a Hopfield neuron is based on a technique developed by van Bokhoven [1 ]. Van 
Bokhoven discovered that a large class of pwl models for electrical circuit models 
can he described by a linear resistive multiport terminated by ideal diodes. For a 
complete description ofthis technique refer to [1]. A good introduetion to the subject 
of pwl modeling (with some examples) is given in [5]. A short introduetion is given 
below. 

A general description of a continuous piecewise linear dynamica! system conceived 
by van Bokhoven is given by: 

(3.1) 

h . dU d 
w ere u = ëJt , an (3.2) 

p . q = 0, p ?!: 0 and q ?!: 0. (3.3) 

The system's terminal variables are represented by vector x. The vector u 
represents the system's dynamical variables. With this vector, the dynam.ic 
behavior of the system is modeled. The veetors p and q are used to describe the 
piecewise linear model of the circuit component which is represented by the matrix 
of equation (3.1). 
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To explain the construction of such a model, the dynamica! pwl model of a Hopfield 
neuron is deduced. This pwl model is based on a more abstract description of the 
Hopfield neuron, as given in Fig. 3.2. 

in [1] 

in [n -1] 
offset 

summer delay nonlinearity 

u out 

Figure 3.2. Abstract modelfora Hopfield neuron 

Before summation, the inputs are multiplied with individual weighing factors. 
These weighing factors provide for the resistor values of the conneetion networkof 
Fig. 2.3. To enable the global sensitivity to he adjusted, each neuron has an 
additional offset value added to its inputs. The result of the summation is assigned 
to help variabie p 3 : 

n-1 
P 3 = I: w [i] in [i] + offset (3.4) 

i=O 

The delay provides our model with a representation of the RC networks that are 
present in Hopfield Neurons. The relation betweenp 3 , u and û is given by: 

û =..!.. [p 3 -u] (3.5) 
L\ 

The transition function ofthe non-linearelement is given by 

1 

1 +e--G(r-0.5) 

This function is depicted in Fig. 3.3 (dotted line) and is approximated by three linear 
segments (solid line). This model can he described by three equations: 

{ 

P1 =u +q1 +c1 

p 2 = -u + q 2 + c 2 

out= G x (u+ Q1 - Q2 + c1) 

with 

( 1 ) . . 
c1 = G mzt_out 

c2 = ( ~) (1- init_out) 

(3.6) 

The constant G is the gain factor of Fig. 2.1. The constant init_out is the initial 
output value that is discussed insection 2.1. It is easily seen that (3.6) describes the 
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2 3 
.... 

Figure 3.3. Th ree segment pwl approximation of the nonlinear element 

relation depicted in Fig. 3.3. The key to understanding the model is given by (3.3), 
according to which we have 4 different combinations of p 1 ; p 2; q 1 and q 2 . According 
to van Bokhoven's model, these variables represent the current-voltage relation of 
an ideal diode. The pwl simulator solves for p and q when u is changed. According 
to Fig. 3.3, u passes through three trajects, labeled 1, 2 and 3. Each traject is 
re presen ted by another combination of p 1 , p 2, q 1 and q 2: 

{

PI =0; Q1 ~0 Ql =-u -c 1 } 

u S-c 1 <=.:? p 
2 
~ O; q 

2 
= 0 <=.:? p 2 =-u - c 1 <=.:? out = 0 

out = G ( u - u - c 1 + c 1 ) 

{ 

P > 0. q _ 0 out = G ( u + c1 )} 
1- ' 1-

p
2 
~ 0; q

2 
= 0 <=.:? P1 =u +c1 <=.:? out= G*u + init_out 

P2 =-u +c2 

{ 

P1 ~ 0; Q1 = 0 

P2 = 0; Q2 ~ 0 

P1=u+c1 } 
<=.:? q 2 = u - c 2 <=.:? out = 1 

out= G (u- u+ c2 + c1 ) 

{ 

Pl = 0; Q1 ~ 0 
p 

2 
= 0; q 

2 
~ 0 this combination cannot occur 

(3.7) 

Combining eqs. (3.4), (3.5), (3.6) and (3. 7) and eliminating help variabie p 3 gives: 
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with: 

Au = [0 · · · 0-1 ]; A12 = [G]; A 13 = [G -G]; 

A21 = [~ w[O] · · · ~ w[n-1] o} A22 = [-11; A 23 = [0 0]; 

Aa1 = : : ; [
0 ... 0] 

and 

0 ... 0 

init_out 
1 
~offset 

1 .. 
G mlt_out 

~ (1-init_out) 

Some observations can be made about the special structure of the leafcell matrix for 
the Hopfield neuron. The pwl model of the non-linearelement is contained in Aaa· 
The dimension of A 33 depends on the number of line segments by which the curve of 
Fig. 3.3 is approximated. The only way in which the pwl model of the neuron will be 
changed in the future is this number of segments. Therefore A 3a is the only matrix 
that possibly is altered. Stated differently: for the optimization of plato the special 
structure of the other sub matrices of the pwl matrix can be used. For instance: 
Aal is always 0, so all calculations invalving Aal can be omitted. Furthermore the 
number of dynamic variables is always 1. Observations like these lead to a quicker 
version ofplato, as is discussed insection 4.3. 

3.3 Ndml description of the tsp problem 

Ndml++ is shorthand for Network Description and Modeling Language. The 
original form of ndml++ is ndml, as designed by G.L.J.M. Janssen [4]. The primary 
goal ofthe language is to create a textual user interface for the plato user. Ndml++ 
enables the user to describe the network components and interconnections, and the 
terminal values. The network components can be described in leafcells, which can 
be used in a compound system. A compound system is composed of one or more 
interconnected leafcells or compounds. Like this any digital or analog network can 
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he defined in a modular way. When the ndml description of a certain problem is 
given, the ndml compiler translates this description toa simpler form of ndml which 
serves as the plato input. 

However the plato input for the tsp problem was not written in ndml++ by hand but 
generated by a program (city) that is created specifically for that purpose. The 
reason for this automated input generation is that it is necessary to experiment with 
neural nets of various sizes , furthermore it is necessary to he able to quickly adjust 
several parameters like those appearing in eq. (2.7). That this is a problem for hand 
written plato input becomes clear when the size of this input is considered: for a 
10-city tsp problem it is about 470 kB. 

The generation of the ndml output is rather straightforward. Firstly a functional 
problem specification is re ad and the values of the conneetion matrix are calculated, 
according to eq. (2.7). The pwl description is present in city's souree code. With the 
T values and the pwl description the ndml description is generated. In appendix 1 
is explained how city is used, by means of an example. The city input is given there, 
with the generated output, fora 3 city tsp problem. The constants A, B, C and D are 
the constants that appear in the energy function (eqs. (2.5) and (2.6)). The delay ~. 
gain G and initial output value init_out are discussed in section 3.2. City also 
generates a random noise that is present on the initial output value of each neuron. 
The reason for this random noise value is that when it is present, the starting state 
of the network will not he precisely symmetrie. Therefore rounding errors in the 
digital computer on which plato is executed will not influence the choice of the final 
state of the network. Thus the simulation will give the same results, even if the 
network is simulated on different computers. Also plato modifications that change 
rounding values will not influence the result of the simulation. When another tsp 
problem must he solved, the locations of the ei ties and other parameterscan easily 
he put into a small file, that will he converted by city to plato input. The format that 
this file must have is discussed in appendix 1. 

3.4 Conclusions 

Plato stores the information about the individual circuit components in leafcells, 
while the interconnections are defined in a large system matrix. Because generally 
the number of conneetion will he moderate, this system matrix, tagether with all 
souree vectors, is contained in sparse data structures. lt is expected that the 
resulting sparse techniques result in a less efficient simulation for neural nets. This 
is caused by the fact that neural nets have a high degree of connectivity, which in its 
turn causes the system matrix to he non-sparse. No reason is present for 
maintaining these techniques, they just impose an extra, redundant overhead. 

A more abstract model was constructed fora neuron with which the pwl description 
of a neuron was deduced. lt was shown that, for the neuron model of Fig. 3.2, the 
leafcell matrix has a special structure. For instance, in this model the num.her of 
dynamic variables is always 1. Therefore loops in the plato leafcell routines that 
involve this variabie can he removed. Furthermore, because sub matrix A a1 
contains only O's, calculations invalving this matrix can he completely deleted. lt is 
expected that by examining the leafcell routines and adjusting them to the special 
structure of the leafcell sub matrices, the simulation of neural nets can he made 
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more efficient. 

Normally, the plato input is a compiled version of ndml. For the tsp problem, a 
program was written that directly generates this input from a functional description 
of the tsp problem. This is further illustrated in appendix 1. This is very 
convenient, because now it is easy to generate various instauces of the tsp problem 
without having to rewrite a large file. 
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4. Changing plato 

All changes are cliscussed that were made to plato. In section 4.1 is presented the 
general method that has been foliowed for changing plato. In the sections following 
4.1 are cliscussed the actual changes that were made. The cliscussions are quite 
thorough. Wherever needed, pieces of program code are presented to illustrate 
certain changes. Note that the changes are presented in chronological order. The 
performance gain that was obtained byeach modification is cliscussed in chapter 5. 

4.1 The changing process 

The method that was used to guide the processof changing plato can he abstracted 
as follows. Firstly the unix tool gprof is used for the original version of plato to 
locate the most expensive (time consuming) procedures. These are monitored by 
gprof during runtime, so when a suitable test case is used, the routines that are 
expensive for neural net simulation are easily located. As a representative test case 
various instances of the tsp problem are used (this is valid for the entire changing 
process). The tsp problem is very suitable, because the neural net that represents 
this problem is completely connected. Therefore it is expected that especially with 
this problem, the routines that use the sparse data structures take much time. 

For an example of gprof output, regard Table 4.1. 

TABLE 4.1. Time spent per procedure for the original plato version, run on the 
alliant computer. Only the 10 most expensive procedures are listed. 
Problem size is 100 neurons. 

% calls total procedure name 
time (ms/call) 

33.7 5715 201.81 ludec_upd 
25.0 611588 1.39 i_calc_pwlder 
12.5 632962 0.68 i_calc_udotbar 
8.8 10439 28.68 non_sparse_solve 
8.5 629507 0.51 i_upd_module_ vars 
5.3 10620 46.33 nonzero_list 
1.0 827000 0.04 output_column_ variabie 
0.9 589825 0.73 i_rec_event 
0.7 182 125.86 sparse_solve 
0.4 95461 0.14 YYlook 

In the various columns ofTable 4.1 is listed for each procedure respectively the time 
spent as a percentage of the total simulation time, the number of invocations made, 
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the time spent in the procedure per call and the time spent in the procedure and its 
children per call. Note that, according to this table, in the 10 listed procedures is 
spent 90.9% of the total simulation time. This justifies the implicit assumption that 
for modifying plato, only the 10 most expensive procedures have to he regarded, 
sametimes including their children. 

Once they are located, procedures are examined to see if they can he modified, 
keeping in mind the results of chapter 3. After possible changes are made, another 
test case is run to examine the results of the modifications. Then is evaluated ü the 
new code needs debugging and additional candidates for change are selected. This 
processis abstractedas follows: 

1. Use gprofto select an expensive procedure. 

2. Modify it. 

3. Test plato by camparing the simulation output with that produced by the 
original plato. 

4. If the new code produces output that is equivalent to the output produced by 
the original code then go to step 1, otherwise first debug the new code. 

4.2 Sparse technique removal 

Here is discussed why the sparse techniques were removed and exactly how this 
was done. 

4.2.1 Motivations for removing the sparse techniques 
As indicated in section 3.1, the overhead inherent to the sparse techniques is 
expected to he large when non-sparse system matrices are involved. Indeed it turns 
out that fora problem size of100 neurons (10 cities), some 25% ofthe total program 
execution time is spent in ludec_upd which perfarms an update on the lu
decomposition of the system matrix. Note that, according to Table 4.1, the time 
spent in ludec_upd relative to the other procedures is not 25% but 16.6% for this 
smaller problem size. This decreasein time is logica!, since the number ofiterations 
in that routine increases quadratically with the dimension of the system matrix, 
while this is not true for the three leafcell routines (with prefix i_) that appear in 
the top part of table 4.1. 

In section 3.1 it is assumed that for neural networks the system matrix is non
sparse throughout the entire simulation. This turns out not to he true. Plato starts 
by setting the system matrix equal to the identity matrix. Each time this is 
necessary, an update is done on the system matrix by ludec_upd. Therefore it will 
certainly not he completely full throughout the entire simulation. It is estimated 
that,on the average, the system matrix is half full, so the gain obtained by removing 
the sparse techniques will he less than can he concluded from section 3.1. Notice 
that the additional advantages of removing the sparse techniques (such as 
elimination ofthe routine to insert a new sparse element in a vector) still remain. 

But these are not the only motivations for removing the sparse techniques. Because 
routines invalving the sparse data structures were vectorized andlor called 
concurrently wherever possible, the involved routines must work on fixed arrays 
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instead of linked lists. This is an additional reason for removing the sparse 
techniques. 

4.2.2 Removal of the sparse technlques 
The problem that arises with the removal of the sparse techniques is that the 
original sparse routines and the routines that already are modified to their non
sparse equivalents have to exchange veetors arguments and even are supposed to 
workon the same global system matrix. This is a problem because evidently sparse 
and non-sparse variables (vectors, matrices) cannot he intermingled. A possible 
solution is to change all sparse routines at once, thereby avoiding the problem of 
exchanging different data structures. Because plato is very large, definitely making 
it necessary totest modifications on a per routine basis, the problem was solved by a 
kind of divide and conquer strategy. Four procedures were written to transform a 
sparse matrix or vector to its non-sparse equivalent and vice-versa, thus malringit 
possible to use a non-sparse procedure in its original sparse environment. 

The new non-sparse veetors and system matrix are implemented in plato as global 
arrays. Each vector is an array of tot_uars doubles and the system matrix is stored 
in two 2-dimensional arrays each containing tot_uars ·tot_eqs doubles. The first of 
these arrays, ns_mat, contains the matrix elements labeled val (refer to section 3.1 ). 
The second array, ns_lu_mat, contains the fields labeled lu_ual. Note that for 
clarity all non-sparse veetors and routines, as well as the non-sparse system matrix 
have the prefix ns_ added to their original names. 

To illustrate the use of the conversion routines regard the routine ludec_upd. 
Suppose for now that this is the first plato routine that was substituted with its 
non-sparse equivalent ns_ludec_upd. Then by using the four mentioned routines it 
can he tested with the rest of plato still in its original form. Suppose that the call to 
the original routine looks like 

ludee_upd( souree_veel, souree_vee2 ) 

with source_uecl and source_uec2 sparse vectors. Then after modification of 
ludec_upd to ns_ludec_upd, this call is replaced by 

/* eopy the sparse matrix and veetors to the fixed arrays: */ 
to_non_sparse_vee( souree_veel, ns souree veel ); 
to_non_sparse_vee( souree_vee2, ns souree vee2 ); 
to_non_sparse_mat(); 

/* invoke the non-sparse version of ludee_upd: */ 
ns_ludee_upd( ns_souree_veel, souree_vee2 ); 

/* build sparse data struetures that eontain the matrix and veetors: */ 
to_sparse_mat(); 
to_sparse_vee( ns_souree_veel, souree_veel ); 
to_sparse_vee( ns_souree_vee2, souree_vee2 ); 

Note that at the time ns_ludec_upd is called, the system matrix is stored in the 2-
dimensional arrays ns_mat and ns_lu_mat. At all other times, the system matrix is 
contained in a sparse data structure pointed to by arrays row_head, col_head and 
diag. 
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This method of isolating parts of plato and changing these individually makes it 
possible to modify plato procedure by procedure. Note that it is inevitable that the 
conversion routines take a time linear in the number of input elements, which 
makes the matrix conversion routines to have an efficiency of O(n 2 ), with n the 
number of system matrix rows or columns. Thus the matrix conversion routines 
generally take up more time than the routines they are isolating. Therefore, to 
obtain a plato version that is more efficient than the original, it is necessary to 
change all sparse plato routines, at least up to a level that is high enough for these 
routines to he called relatively seldom. lt turned out that indeed almost every 
sparse routine had to be changed to obtain a platoversion that can simulate the tsp 
problem faster. To get an idea of the amount of work done, note that the total 
number ofmodified routines is 22. 

Now it will be illustrated with some examples basically how the form of the original 
plato code looks and to what form this code was transformed. Because most of the 
time is spent in loops so these are treated here. 

Firstly, there are pieces of code that use sparse vectors. These pieces contain loops 
like 

/* vect_head points to the first element of the linked list 
* that constitutes a sparse vector 
*I 

for( ptr = vect_head; ptr != NIL; ptr = ptr->next 
{ 

ptr->val = <some_expression(ptr->index)>; 

The execution time for this piece of code is small for veetors that contain many zero
elements, because only non-zero elements are handled. For instance, if a vector 
with tot_vars elements has only 4 non-zero entries, then the loop has only four 
iterations. Loops ofthis form were modified to 

for( index= 0; index< tot_vars; index++ ) 
{ 

ns_vector[index] = <some_expression(index)>; 

It will be clear that if there are few zero elements in the vector, this loop will be 
executed faster because less time is spent in each iteration. 

Secondly there are pieces of code that use the sparse system matrix. These contain 
loops of the form 

for( row = 0; row < tot_eqs; row++ 
{ 

for( elmntp row_head[row]; 
elmntp != NIL; 
elmntp = elmntp->next ) 

elmntp->val = <some_expression>; 
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All elements ofthe matrix are assigned the value of <some_expression> on a per row 
basis. Loops of this form are replaced with: 

for( row = 0; row < tot_eqs; row++ ) 
for( col= 0; col < tot_vars; col++ 

ns_mat[row] [col] = <some_expression>; 

Furthermore, some routines now become redundant, like the one that is used to 
insert an element in a sparse vector. This saves much time, as will become clear 
when this routine is examined in some more detail. To insert an element in a 
sparse vector, the place at which to insert it must he found by scanning the linked 
list, a new sparse element must he created, old links musthebroken and new links 
must he made. In contrast to this elaborate operation stands the insertion of a new 
element in a vector represented by an array, costing only one simple assignment 
operation. 

That the non-sparse implementation more suits our purposes shows from the fact 
that ns_ludec_upd is about three times as fast as ludec_upd. For a more elaborate 
discussion of the performance gain refer to section 5.1. 

4.3 Leafcell routine optimization 

Here are discussed all changes that were made to the leafcell routines. The changes 
are motivated by observations like those insection 3.2. 

The leafcell routines perform operations on the leafcells, and specifically on the 
leafcell matrices that are contained in the data structure that represents one 
leafcell. The three most expensive leafcell routines are found in the top part of 
Table 4.1. These routines form the core of the changed leafcell routines. It is 
strained that no attention is paid to the precise function of the procedures in the 
simulation process. Instead for each routine is examined what the code of the body 
looks like and how this code may he optimized, in accordance with the special 
structure of the leafcell sub matrices as deduced in section 3.2. 

4.3.1 procedure l_calc_pwlder 
This leafcell routine was considerably simplified. The changes that were made and 
the motivations for these changes can he abstracted as follows. 

1. According to our neuron pwl model (refer to section 3.2) the number of dynamic 
variables (N_U) is always 1 (independent of the number of segments that is 
used to approach the non-linear curve of Fig. 3.3). Therefore each of the 3 
loops with limit N_U is replaced by one assignment, namely the fust iteration. 

2. Also use is made of the fact that leafcell sub matrix A 31 = [0]. With this 
knowledge a combination of two nested loops is replaced by one assignment. 

3. I_calc_pwlder uses the non-sparse souree vector xbarvec. This vector is 
accessed through a permutation array that is found in the leafcell passed to 
i_calc_pwlder as its argument. Because xbarvec is accessed rather often, in the 
original version of i_calc_pwlder it is copied to a local array that can he 
accessed directly, and therefore more quickly. As mentioned above, in the 
neural version of i_calc_pwlder some loops are eliminated. Because these 
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loops involve xbarvec, this vector is accessed less frequently. A consequence of 
this is that the time needed to initialize the local vector is now large compared 
to the gain obtained by using it, therefore this speed-up vector is eliminated. 

Concluding it can he said that when the new version of i_calc_pwlder is compared 
with its original it is seen that indeed it has changed to a much simpler form, 
containing only two loops. One loop has N_PWL (the number of pwl segments) 
iterations, which is at most 5. Therefore not much time is spent in this loop. The 
other loop has more iterations, how this loop is accelerated is explained in section 
4.4. 

4.3.2 procedure l_calc_udotbar 
Most of the changes made to this procedure are analog to the changes made to 
i_calc_pwlder: 

1. Again the loops withN_Uiterations are omitted. 

2. No speed-up vector is used. 

3. Since sub matrix A 22 = [-1], the loop that uses this matrix is replaced by a 
single assignment. 

The changes made resulted in a version of i_calc_udotbar that contains only one 
loop. 

4.3.3 procedure l_upd_module_vars 
To this procedure, only one important simple change could he made: 

1. Omit allloops with N_U iterations. 

There remains an important loop that contains in its body an invocation of 
procedure output_column_variable. It is in this loop that most time is spent. 
Exactly how this problem is solved will he discussed in section 4.5.1. 

4.4 Vectorization and concurrency 

As stated earlier in this report, the new version of plato is especially adapted to 
make full use of the vector and concurrency capabilities of the available alliant fx/8 
mini-super computer. In this sectionis treated how an additional performance gain 
was obtained by using vector/concurrency instructions. First it will he made clear 
what is meant by vectorization and concurrency. Then the actual adaptions will he 
discussed that were made to several routines to enable them to he executed 
vector/concurrent. 

The alliant computer that is available has, amongst others, 8 computational 
elements (CE's) that can he used to execute processes. Four of these units are 
coupled in aso called complex that can he claimed as a whole by a certain process. 
The new version ofplato claims this complex to obtain a more efficient simulation. 

A CE contains special vector instructions that are capable ofworking on 32 elements 
at a time. Suppose that a certain loop is executed on one of the four CE's in the 
complex, say to initialize an array to all O's. When this is done iteratively, normally 
one element is initialized with each iteration. However when using the special 
vector capability of the CE, with one instruction 32 elements are initialized. For 
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instance, when there are 384 elementsin the array that must he initialized, using 
the vector instructions it takes 384/32 = 12 time units to initialize the complete 
array, in stead of 384 time units. However the gainisnota factor 32 because the 
vector instructions impose an extra overhead. 

lt is also possible to spread iterations over the four CE's available in the complex. 
The iterations are then also executed concurrently, during each time unit each 
processor performs 32 initializations, raising the total performance to 128 
initializations per time unit. So using the vector/concurrent capabilities of the 
alliant, we now need only 3 time units, in stead of the original 384 units. 

lt is noted that a few considerations must he kept in mind. Firstly, hecause of the 
overhead caused by vector/concurrent calls, the practical gain almost never exceeds 
a factor 4. Secondly it is remarked that to he able to he vectorized and/or called 
concurrent, loops and procedures must comply with stringent demands, the loop 
control structure, as well as the loop body must have an optimizable form. 
Furthermore the data used by concurrent procedures must not contain a critical 
section, the data used in concurrent calls must he mutually independent. For 
example, the various iterations in a loop must he mutually independent to be 
executed concurrently, which means that calculations made in an iteration may not 
depend on the results of calculations made in earlier iterations. This condition, 
amongst many others, puts an upper limit on the amount of code that may he 
vectorized and/or called concurrently. lt is evident that because of these conditions 
many loops can not he vectorized or called concurrently at all. 

The routines that were modified will now he treated. 

4.4.1 The leafcell routines 
The principle that justifies concurrent calls for some leafcell routines is that 
different invocations of these routines are mutually independent. This is easily 
understood when we observe how the information of the different leafcells is stored 
in plato: each leafcell has associated withit a different data structure. Insofar the 
leafcell routines are concerned these datastructures are mutually independent, they 
do not have any common variables. Therefore, a leafcell routine that changes or 
uses some data for all leafcells may just as well he called concurrently, handling 
different leafcells at the same time. Because the leafcell routines are called 
concurrently, the loops that occur in the routines themselves do not use concurrency, 
but are vectorized wherever possible. Abstrading the above, the general scheme 
foliowed for changing the leafcell routines is to vectorize the individual routines as 
much as possible, whereas calls tothese routines are concurrent. Like this, optimal 
use is made ofthe possibilities ofthe alliant computer. 

As deduced in section 4.3.1, only one inefficient loop remains in routine 
i_calc_pwlder. This loop is converted into a somewhat simpler form and vectorized, 
using special compiler pragmas supported by the alliant fx:c compiler. Calls to 
i_calc_pwlder are made concurrently, so generally the four CE's in the complex are 
executing different invocations of this routine, while each CE uses vector 
instructions. I_calc_pwlder is called iteratively from routine 
ns_handle_related_leafs. Because in one iteration are also called other leafcell 
routines, calls to these routines too have to he made concurrently. Thus the 
routines that are invoked concurrently from ns_handle_related_leafs are 
i_calc_pwlder, i_event and i_rec_event. 
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For the other two expensive leafcell routines, it is not so easy to obtain a major 
performance gain. The one remaining loop in i_calc_udotbar was vectorized. The 
calls to i_calc_udotbar can not be made concurrently because these calls are made 
from various other leafcell routines, and therefore may not be made simultaneously. 

It is not possible to vectorize the expensive loop in i_upd_module_vars, because in 
the loop body a call is made to a procedure that writes variables to a file. How 
i_upd_module_vars was improved is discussed in section 4.5.1. 

4.4.2 Routine ns_non_sparse_solve 
Routine ns_non_sparse_solve solves the circuit equations by doing 
forward/backward substitution on the LU-decomposition of the system matrix. 
Generally, the system that has to be solved is ofthe form 

L·U·x=b 

According to the standard forward/backward substitution process, x is solved in two 
steps: 

1. solve y from L·y = b 

2. solve x from U·x =y 

Originally, the algorithms used forthese steps were: 

I* forward substitution: *I 
for( k=O; k<tot_eqs; k++ ) 

if( b(k] == 0.0 ) continue; 
for( i=O; i<k; i++ ) 

b [ i ] -= L [ i ] ( k] * b [ k] ; 
I* y[O] ... y(tot_eqs-1] are stored in b[O] ... b[tot_eqs-1] *I 

I* backward substitution: *I 
for( k=tot_eqs-1; k>=O; k-- ) 
{ 

if( b[k] 0.0 ) continue; 
b[k] I= U[k][k]; 
for( i=k-1; i>=O; i-- ) 

b [ i J -= u [ i ] [ k] * b [ k ] ; 

I* x[O] ... x[tot_eqs-1] are stored in b[O] ... b[tot_eqs-1] *I 

Note that for clarity the sparse techniques already are deleted from these 
algorithms. The advantage of the original algorithms is that if there are 0 elements 
in the veetors b or y, the inner loops can be skipped. But since, for reasans 
unknown, these algorithms are not optimizable, they are replaced by: 



I* forward substitution: *I 
for( k=O; k<tot_eqs; k++ ) { 

y[k] = b[k]; 
for( i=O; i<k; i++ ) 
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y[k] -= L[k] [i] *y[i]; 
} 

I* y(O] ... y[tot_eqs-1] are calculated *I 

I* backward substitution: *I 
for( k=tot_eqs-1; k>=O; k-

x[k] = y[k]; 
for( i=k+1; i<tot_eqs; i++ 

x [k] -= U [k] [i) *x [i]; 
x[k] I= U[k](k]; 

I* x[O] ... x[tot_eqs-1] are ca1culated */ 

The inner loops were vectorized, but the iterations of the outer loops depend on the 
result of all previous iterations, and therefore these iterations can not be executed 
concurrently. 

4.4.3 Routine ns_ludec_upd 
The inner loops of this routine were vectorized, resulting in a more efficient version. 
Ns_ludec_upd can not be further optimized because the outer loops consist of 
interdependent iterations. 

4.5 Additional optimizatlons 

some additional optimizations were tried, which are discussed in this section. 

4.5.1 lmplementatlon of a loek/walt mechanlsm 
The problem with procedure i_upd_module_vars is that it calls 
output_column_variable that writes to standard output. Because only one routine 
may write to standard output at a time, it is not possible to optimize 
i_upd_module_variable in its original form. 

To solve this problem, a lock-unloek mechanism was implemented for procedure 
i_upd_module_vars. This ensures that only a single procedure is writing to standard 
output. 

In procedure i_upd_module_vars occurs the following code: 

loek( output ); 
output_column variab1e( ... ); 
unlock( output); 

Initially semaphore output is initialized to 1. When a loek operation is applied, the 
value of output is decreased with 1, so it becomes 0. Then one call is made to 
routine output_column_variable. If during this call another procedure is going to 
call output_column_variable, it first checks via the loek command the value of 
semaphore output. It finds that this value is 0 and therefore halts execution until 
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this variabie is increased to 1 by the procedure that originally called it. 

Via this scheme it is ensured that only one procedure uses the standard output 
device. Unfortunately tests showed that the loek mechanism implies so much 
overhead that the version of plato that features this mechanism is effectively slower 
that the previous version. Therefore this loek mechanism is not implemented. 

4.5.2 Updating the global xvec 
In the original form of plato, the global xvec, comprising the values of the all neuron 
inputs and outputs, is updated on a per leafcell basis. Allleafcells are scanned and 
the part of the xvec that concerns the leafcell currently evaluated is updated. 
Because neural nets have many connections, there is a great deal of overlap in this 
xvec: because many neurons share connections, many times the same xvec entry is 
updated for different leafcells. 

To eliminate this redundancy, the xvec is not updated on a per leafcell basis, but 
rather it is scanned once iteratively, using tot_uars iterations. This resulted in an 
additional performance gain. 

4.6 Conclusions 

Plato was modified according to the following scheme. Routines that are candidates 
for change are located with gprof. For the removal of the sparse techniques a diuide 
and conquer like technique was used. Partsof code that needed to he changed were 
isolated and these parts were changed. According to this scheme it was possible to 
modify and test small parts of plato. This is necessary because plato is so 
complicated that it is hardly possible to modify it as a whole. For the removal of the 
sparse techniques four routines were written that isolate the various parts of sparse 
code. These isolated parts were changed and tested with the rest of plato still in its 
original form. Because the mentioned routines are expensive (0(n 2 ), with n the 
number of neurons), all sparse code had to be removed, up to the highest level. Only 
then became negligible the degrade of performance gain introduced by these 
routines. 

Special attention was paid to the leafcell routines. they were optimized, first using 
the special properties of the leafcell matrix and then using the special 
parallel/concurrent capabilities ofthe alliant f:x/8 computer. This is possible because 
each leafcell routine performs the same sequence of operations on every leafcell. 
Information in each leafcell is independent of all other leafcells so these routines are 
called concurrently whenever possible. lteration loops within the routines were 
vectorized whenever the loop body allowed it. lt is noted that the performance gain 
obtained with the vector/concurrent capabilities becomes notabie for rather large 
problem sizes (100 neurons) because a lot of extra overhead is introduced. Forthese 
problem sizes, a considerable gain was obtained, as will be further discussed in the 
next chapter. 

Also vectorized were the routines that perform an update on the lu decomposition of 
the system matrix and the routine that solves x from Ax = b using a forward
backward substitution process. 
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Finally, an additional optimizations was implemented, conceming a more efficient 
update of the global xvec. lt tumed out that the implementation of a lock/unlock 
mechanism is not effective because the large overhead inherent to the use of the 
lock/wait instructions. 
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5. Testresults 

After each major step in changing plato some testcases were run to evaluate the 
performance. The order in which these tests are discussed is analog to the order in 
which the modifications were treated in the previous chapter. Besides tests used to 
evaluate the performance gain of nsplato due to implemented improvements, also 
tested is how the simulation speed is infl.uenced by various other parameters like 
integration method or -precision. Furthermore is evaluated the graph colaring 
problem as an additional testcase. 

5.1 Performance before implementation of vector/concurrency 

Here the performance gainis evaluated that is obtained after remaval of the sparse 
techniques and optimizations of the leafcell routines. The reason for an evaluation 
at this stage is that firstly it is interesting to trace the reasans for some 
observations, and secondly here the performance of the alliant computer can he 
compared with that of the hp computer. The results of several testruns are 
abstracted in Fig. 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1. Performance gain after removal of the sparse techniques and 
optimization of the leafcell procedures for the hp and alliant computers. 

The performance gainis given for several problem sizes. Note that a performance 
gain of 80% means that the new version of plato is 5 times as fast as the old version. 
It is interesting to abserve that with increasing problem size, also the performance 
gain increases. This is caused mainly by the fact that the amount of time relative to 
total execution time that is spent in procedure ludec_upd increases quadratically 
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with the number of neurons (this is not the case for the leafcell routines). The 
leafcell routines, tagether with routine ludec_upd take up a large part of total 
execution time. lt will he clear that if the number of neurons is larger, then the 
relative amount of time that is spent in ludec_upd increases. The new version of 
this routine itself is about 4 times as quick as its old version. lt will he clear that if 
there is more time spent in this procedure, which is true for increasing problem, 
then the gain obtained for this procedure will have a more pronounced effect on the 
gain in total simulation time. Also the overhead needed for eg. calling routines and 
initializing variables relatively decreases with increasing problem size. This also 
contributes to an increase performance gain for larger problem sizes. 

Furthermore it is interesting that while the hp computer originally has a large 
advantage over the alliant, for large problem sizes the alliant perfarms even better 
that the hp. This is caused by the much larger working memory of alliant, which is 
about 120 Mbytes, as compared to 16 Mbytes for the hp. The amount of memory 
that is needed for a simulation of 100 neurons is about 10 Mbytes. Accesses to this 
memory result on the hp in a lot of swapping of memory segments from main 
memory to disk and vice versa. The alliant is less hampered by this swapping 
activity because it has a larger working memory. 

5.2 Final performance 

Here the performance of the alliant plato version is evaluated. In this final version, 
all modifications are implemented that are discussed in the previous chapter. Again 
various instances of the tsp problem were used as testcases. The result of the 
simulation is abstracted in Fig. 5.2. 
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Figure 5.2. Performance ofthe finalversion ofplato on the alliant computer. 
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In this figure are shown for the alliant computer the gain and the simulation time 
for various instances of the tsp problem. Again the obtained performance gain 
increases with problem size, the reasons for this effect were discussed in the 
previous section. The total simulation time increases dramatically with problem 
size. This is easily explained, when we consider the connectivity of the neural net 
that is used to simulate the tsp problem. In section 2.3 the terros of the conneetion 
matrix were deduced. From constant C of the energy function result connections 
from each neuron to all other neurons, making the total amount of connections 
0 (n 2 ) with n the number of neurons, or 0 (m 4 ) wi th m the number of ei ties. The 
number of connections determines the number of entries in the system matrix and 
the amount of work that will have to he done in the routines that use this matrix. 
In Table 5.1 are listed the 10 most expensive procedures of the final plato version. 

TABLE 5.1. The 10 most expensive procedures after plato optimization. Problem size 
is 100 neurons, integration method is TR and accuracy is 10-3. A 3-
segment model is used. 

% calls Tot al procedure name 
time (ms/call) 

38.5 6338 58.22 ns_ludec_upd 
16.2 7183 21.01 ns_non_sparse_solve 
15.3 7183 21.96 ns_nonzero_list 
3.9 437321 0.08 cvec_i_calc_pwlder 
3.8 455459 0.08 i_calc_udotbar 
2.4 164423 0.14 YYlook 
2.3 527800 0.04 output_col umn_ variabie 
2.0 19143 2.15 i_upd_xvec 
1.6 455537 0.03 i_upd_module_ vars 
1.2 6248 1.84 ns i_rank1_upd 

The additional optimizations to other routines increased the time spent in 
ns_ludec_upd to 38.5%. Next comes routine ns_non_sparse_solve which takes 16.2% 
of the total execution time. Thus 54.7% of the time is spent in routines which take a 
time quadratically in the number of ei ties. Therefore it is logical that the simulation 
time rises very hard with problem si ze, this time is 0 (n 2 ). It is concluded that if a 
completely connected network is simulated, the problem size above which 
sim ulation times become too large to he practical is a bout 100 neurons. 

Note that the top five of Table 5.1 is formed by routines that are not further 
optimizable. Since these routines take up 77.7% of the total simulation time, it is 
concluded that plato cannot be optimized further by changing individual routines. 
Rather it beoomes necessary to evaluate the simulation process itself, perhaps 
optimizing it for neural nets. 
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5.3 Additional tsp test runs 

Apart from the tests used to check the performance gain obtained by modifying 
plato, tests were made to evaluate the effects of changes in the number of pwl 
segments, the metbod of integration and the integration accuracy. 

5.3.1 Changlng the number of pwl segments 
As shown in section 3.2, the number of linear segments in the used pwl model is 3. 
To deduce if and how the simulation time is infiuenced by the number of linear 
segments, another model was constructed that approximates the neuron 
nonlinearity with 5 segments. The idea is that when the nonlinearity is 
approximated with greater precision, the integration step can become larger, 
resulting in a more time-efficient simulation. 

It showed out that the simulation time is not very dependent of the number of 
segments in the pwl model. Apparently the 3-segment model approximates the 
nonlinearity to such a great precision that the simulation step does notdepend very 
much on the deviations inherent to this model. 

5.3.2 Changlng the lntegratlon methad 
Plato offers the possibility to use various methods of integration. Some tests were 
made to evaluate the effect of the metbod of integration on total simulation time. 

In table 5.2 the results are abstracted. 

TABLE 5.2. Simulation time for the 4-city tsp problem, a 3-segment pwl model for 
various integration methods. 

Simulation time (secs} 
TR BE BDF ACT FE 

24.5 24.8 29.1 31.7 80.3 

Tabulated are the simulation times for the integration methods trapezium, 
backward Euler, backward difference, acontractive and forward Euler. It is seen 
that the simulation time is greatly affected by the choice of integration method. 
Forward Euler gives very bad results, as is to be expected from such an unstable 
integration method. lf the used integration metbod is so poor, plato has to take 
many small steps to reach a stabie solution, resulting in a very time consuming 
simulation process. The more stabie the integration method, the bigger the time 
step and the shorter the simulation time. 

5.3.3 Changlng the lntegratlon accuracy 
Be si des the metbod of integration, also the accuracy of integration may be adjusted. 
In Fig 5.3 is shown the dependency of simulation time on integration accuracy. 
Note that the maximum signal value (maximum output value of any neuron} is 1. 

As was expected for neural nets, it is not necessary to use a great precision. 
According to Fig. 5.3, precision may even be as low as one tenth of the actual 
maximum signal value. For neural nets the result of the simulation is just a set of 
high or low values. 
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Figure 5.3. Simulation time for the 4-city tsp problem, a 3-segment pwl model, TR 
inlegration rule as a {u netion of inlegration accuracy. 

It is noted that for larger problem sizes, the relationship between simulation time 
and integration accuracy is not so beautiful as perhaps is suggested by Fig. 5.3. 
This becomes clear when Fig. 5.4 is evaluated. 
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Figure 5.4. Simulation time for the 10-city tsp problem, a3-segment pwl model, TR 
inlegration rule as a function of inlegration accuracy. 

Basically the simulation time decreases with decreasing integration accuracy, but 
when this accuracy becomes too small the simulation time increases again. For this 
accuracy, due to the great number of connections with a 100 neuron net, the 
simulation does not converge toa correct solution. 
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It can be concluded that an accuracy of1o-2 suits best for most problem sizes. 

5.4 Conclusions 

In section 5.1 is shown that for smaller problem sizes, the plato version without 
vector/concurrency optimizations is faster, although this advantage decreases with 
larger problem sizes, and eventually turnsintoa slight disadvantage fora problem 
size of100 neurons. From this test the importance can be deduced ofthe large main 
memory of the alliant computer. It appears that for a large problem size the time 
spent in memory swapping is as important as the time spent in the actual 
simulation process. 

Tests of the final performance show that performance gain rises with problem size, 
being about 70% fora 100 neuron problem. But, logically, also the simwation time 
rises with problem size, as is explained in section 5.2. For a 100 neuron tsp 
problem, the simulation time is about 20 minutes. Because (Fig. 5.2) the simulation 
time rises sharply if problem size exceeds 100 neurons, it is considered to he 
impractical to simulate with plato tsp problems larger than about 100 neurons. 
Therefore the maximum achievable gainis 70% forthese problems. 

Also shown in section 5.2 is that in the final plato version for a 1 00 neuron tsp 
problem 77.7% of total simulation time is spent in 5 procedures that cannot easily 
be further improved. lt is evident that large performance improvements must he 
found in modifying the simulation process itself, in stead of optimizing individual 
routines. 

Also discussed is the dependenee of the simulation efficiency on other factors. For 
instance, the chosen integration method influences the simulation speed. This is 
logical, because if the simulation method has poor convergence properties (which is 
the case with forward Euler), then the simulator will choose its timestep very small, 
resulting in a lot of steps and thus a lengthy simulation process. The best 
integration method is the trapezium method. 

The simwation process can be speerled up by choosing the integration accuracy as 
small as possible. This is possible because for neural nets not the actual form of the 
output signals is important, but only the end result matters, being a colledion of 
high or low values. lt appears that the integration accuracy which for most problem 
sizes suits our purposes is 1 o-2 . 

The simwation speed is hardly affiicted by a change from a 3-segment pwl model to 
a5-segment pwl model. Apparently the 3-segment model is precise enough that the 
time step can be chosen rather large. This time step then does not change for a 5-
segment model. 
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6. Final conclusions and recommendations 

The most important condusion to he drawn is that for neural nets a performance 
gain of maximal 70% can he obtained, and that it is not easy to imprave this gain 
much further. The gain is highest for large problem sizes, but since also the 
simulation time increases very fast (about quadratically) with problem size, the 
largest problem that can he simulated in reasanabie time (in the order of a couple of 
tensof minutes) is 100 neurons. During the simulation of this problem, about 77% 
of the total simulation time is spent in five procedures that already were optimized 
to a great extent. Therefore it is concluded that a further significant performance 
gainis not easily obtainable from further enhancing the performance of individual 
routines. Rather the simulation process itself should he considered, although the 
writer is a bit skeptical about this, having experienced that the original plato 
already is optimized in various ways. 

Of course not only the efficiency of the program code is important for the simulation 
speed, also some user-adjustable parameters have much influence. Most important 
are the integration methad and integration accuracy. Since the salution that is 
determined with a neural net depends solely on which neurons in the final state are 
active and which are not, the timestep may he chosen so great that actual 
information about the precise time evolution of the individual signals is lost to some 
extend. It was determined that the accuracy of integration may he as low as 10-2 • 

Also important is the stability of the used integration method. From 5 different 
methods, the trapezium methad proved to result in the most time-efficient 
simulation. Not surprisingly, forward Euler proved to he by far the worst. The 
number of segmentsof the piecewise linear model has only to he 3. A model with 5 
segments proved not to result in a faster simulation, apparently the integration step 
chosen by plato for the 3-segment model is not much smaller than the time steps 
chosen with the 5-segment model. 

If it is decided that plato is going to he used to simulate neural nets, then some 
thought must he given about the conversion of a functional neural net description to 
a suitable ndml file. It even may prove to he useful to entirely omit the ndml 
intermediate stage and convert a neural net description directly into a datastructure 
(consisting of leafcells and a system matrix) that can he used by plato. Already no 
ndml compiler is needed because the plato input is generated by a custom-written 
program. If plato is modified as described above also the part can he omitted that 
transfarms the input into the data structures, resulting in a decrease in total 
overhead. The functional input to plato could he stated in a simple special purpose 
programming language, that enables the user to enter the neural net description 
and parameters, as wellas the parameters that have to he passed to plato, perhaps 
also eliminating the need for a task file. 

Also the user interface at the other end could perhaps he adjusted especially for 
neural net simulation. While Superplag is a nice program, it just offers a bit too 
much information, taking much time in the process. A way could he found to reduce 
the size of the large plato signal output and present the results to the user in a more 
abbreviated, handsome way. For instanee it would he nice to he able to deduce 
quickly the final values of the neuron outputs, in stead of having to walk through 
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the entire range of signals using Superplog. 

A final observation can be made about the fxlc compiler with which the plato souree 
code was optimized to take advantage of the vector/concurrent capabilities of the 
available alliant fx/8 computer. It turned out that it is not always very easy to 
change the code into a form that can be digested by the compiler into a vectorized 
andlor concurrent form. The actual form of the code, and the use of special; 
optimization pragmas is a very delicate business. For example, if a loop is 
vectorizable, changing the order of the iterations causes the compiler to conclude 
that the loop is not optimizable any more. 
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Appendix 1 : example tsp description 

Here the city input and output for the 3-city tsp problem is listed. This way the 
reader can see how this simpleinput is converted into the ndml description of this 
problem. The file that serves as city input was named map3, but could have had 
any name. It is listed below. The c-like comment is added for clarity but may not 
appear in the file that serves as the actual city input! 

nn I* compound name *I 
9 I* nurnber of neurons *I 
1.1 I* A *I 
1 I* B *I 
0.33 I* c *I 
0.707 I* D *I 
0 .1, 0.1 I* coordinates of first city *I 
0. 5, 0.5 I* coordinates of second city *I 
0 .1, 0.9 I* coordinates of third city *I 
2 I* neuron offset value offset *I 
0.2 I* delay D. *I 
0.01 I* neuron ga in G *I 
0.1111111111 I* initial output value init_out *I 
0.001 I* maximurn random noise on initia1 value *I 

The ndml file was generated by the command 

city map3 

to which city responds with 

<city>: plato input is savedinfile nn.ndml 

Note that city took from its input file the compound name and added to it the suffix 
.ndml. Furthermore, it added comment that resembles the terminology in which the 
ndml language is defined. City also produces simple error messages when the 
number of argumentsis not 1 or if a file cannot be found. 
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(* compound_system: *) 
compound nn __ 1(); 

(* instance_declaration_part: 
instanee 
cell1 adder9 1; --
cell2 adder9 2; --
cell3 adder9 3; --
cell4 adder9 4; --
cell5 adder9 5; --
cell6 adder9 6; --
cell7 adder9 7. , -
cell8 adder9 8; 
cell9 adder9 9; --

(* net_declaration_part: *) 
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*) 

net 
out[O],out[1],out[2],out[3],out[4],out[5],out[6],out[7],out(8] 

(* compound_body: *) 

signal; 

begin 
cell1(out[O],out[1],out[2],out[3],out[4],out[5],out(6],out[7],out[8],out[O]; 
cell2(out[O],out[1],out[2],out[3],out[4],out[5],out[6],out[7],out[8],out[1]; 
cell3(out[O],out[1],out[2],out[3],out[4],out[5],out[6],out[7],out[8],out[2]; 
cell4(out[O],out[1],out[2],out[3],out[4],out[5],out[6],out[7J,out[8],out[3]; 
cell5(out[O],out[1],out[2],out[3],out[4],out[5],out[6],out[7],out[8],out[4]; 
cell6(out[O],out[1]tout[2],out[3],out[4Jtout[5] 1 out[6],out[7] 1 0Ut[8],out[5]; 
cell7(out[O],out[1],out[2],out[3],out[4],out[5],out[6],out[7],out[8],out[6]; 
cell8(out[O],out[1],out[2],out[3],out[4],out[5],out[6],out[7] 1 out[8],out[7]) 
cell9(out[O],out[l],out[2],out[3],out[4],out[5],out[6],out[7],out[8],out[8]; 
end; 

(* leafcell_definitions: *) 

(* leafcell #9 (of 9): *) 

leafcell adder9 __ 9(in[O],in[1],in[2],in[3],in[4],in[5],in[6],in[7],in[8],ou1 
begin 
var(pl.3t1}; 
pl.3=-1,2.000000000; 
[pl.3,in[0] J :=-0.895600021; 
[pl.3,in[1]] :=-0.895600021; 
[pl.3,in[2]] :=-1.330000043; 
[pl.3,in[3]] :=-0. 729939580; 
[pl.3,in[4]] :=-0. 729939580; 
[pl. 3 1 in [ 5]] :=-1. 330000043; 
[pl.3,in[6J] :=-1.430000067; 
[pl.3,in[7]] :=-1.430000067; 
[pl.3,in[8]] :=-1.430000067; 
var(pl.3 1 out,u.1,pl.1,pl.2,1}; 
zero.1=,-1,50.000000000,50.000000000,-50.000000000,0.111624964; 
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du.1=5.000000000,,-5.000000000,,,; 
pl.1=,,1,1,,0.002680070; 
pl.2=,,-1,,1,0.017319930; 
remove[pl.3,pl.3]; 
end; 

(* 1eafce11 #8 (of 9): *) 

Appendix 1 

leafcell adder9 __ 8(in[O],in[1],in[2],in[3],in[4],in[5],in[6],in[7],in[8],oui 
begin 
var(pl.3,1); 
pl.3=-1,2.000000000; 
[pl.3,in[O]] :=-0.895600021; 
[pl. 3, in [ 1]] :=-1. 330000043; 
[pl.3,in[2]] :=-0.895600021; 
[pl.3,in[3]] :=-0.729939580; 
[pl.3,in[4]] :=-1.330000043; 
[pl.3,in[5]] :=-0. 729939580; 
[pl.3,in[6]]: 1.430000067; 
[pl.3,in[7]] :=-1.430000067; 
[pl.3,in[8]] :=-1.430000067; 
var(pl.3,out,u.1,pl.1,pl.2,1); 
zero.1=,-1,50.000000000,50.000000000,-50.000000000,0.111445367; 
du.1=5.000000000,,-5.000000000,,,; 
pl.1=,,1,1,,0.002584895; 
pl.2 "-1,,1,0.017415105; 
remove[pl.3,pl.3]; 
end; 

(* leafcell #7 (of 9) : *) 
leafcell adder 7(in[O],in[1],in[2],in[3],in[4],in[5],in[6],in[7],in[8],out 
begin 
var(pl.3,1); 
pl.3=-1,2.000000000; 
[pl.3,in[0]] :=-1.330000043; 
[pl.3,in[1]] :=-0.895600021; 
[pl.3,in[2]] :=-0.895600021; 
[pl.3,in[3]] :=-1.330000043; 
[pl.3,in[4]] :=-0. 729939580; 
[pl.3,in[5]] :=-0. 729939580; 
[pl. 3, in [ 6)) :=-1. 430000067; 
[pl.3,in[7)) :=-1.430000067; 
[pl.3,in[8]) :=-1.430000067; 
var(pl.3,out,u.1,pl.1,pl.2,1); 
zero.1=,-1,50.000000000,50.000000000,-50.000000000,0.111338496; 
du.1=5.000000000,,-5.000000000,,,; 
pl.l=,,l,l,,0.003029871; 
pl.2=,,-1,,1,0.016970129; 
remove[pl.3,pl.3]; 
end; 
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(* leafcell #6 (of 9): *) 

leafcell adder9 _____ 6(in[O],in[1],in[2],in[3],in[4],in[5],in[6],in[7],in[8],out 
begin 
var(pl.3,1); 
pl.3=-1,2.000000000; 
[pl.3,in[0]] :=-0. 729939640; 
[pl.3,in[1]] :=-0. 729939640; 
[pl.3,in[2]] :=-1.330000043; 
[pl.3,in[3]] :=-1.430000067; 
[pl.3,in[4]] :=-1.430000067; 
[pl.3,in[5]] :=-1.430000067; 
[pl.3,in[6]] :=-0. 729939580; 
[pl.3,in[7]] :=-0. 729939580; 
[pl.3,in[8]] :=-1.330000043; 
var(pl.3,out,u.1,pl.1,pl.2,1); 
zero.1=,-1,50.000000000,50.000000000,-50.000000000,0.111964814; 
du.1=5.000000000,,-5.000000000,,,; 
pl.1=,,1,1,,0.003080056; 
pl.2=,,-1,,1,0.016919944; 
remove[pl.3,pl.3]; 
end; 

(* leafcell #5 (of 9): *) 

leafcell adder9 5(in[O],in[1],in[2],in[3],in[4],in[5],in[6],in[7],in[8],out 
begin 
var(pl.3,1); 
pl.3=-1,2.000000000; 
[pl.3,in[O]] :=-0. 729939640; 
[pl.3,in[1]] :=-1.330000043; 
[pl.3,in[2]] :=-0.729939640; 
[pl. 3, in [3]] :=-1. 430000067; 
[pl.3,in[4]] :=-1.430000067; 
[pl.3,in[5]] :=-1.430000067; 
[pl.3,in[6]] :=-0. 729939580; 
[pl.3,in[7]] :=-1.330000043; 
[pl.3,in[8]] :=-0. 729939580; 
var(pl.3,out,u.1,pl.1,pl.2,1); 
zero.1=,-1,50.000000000,50.000000000,-50.000000000,0.112073392; 
du.1=5.000000000,,-5.000000000,,,; 
pl.1=,,1,1,,0.002411512; 
pl.2=,,-1,,1,0.017588488; 
remove[pl.3,pl.3]; 
end; 

(* leafcell #4 (of 9): *) 
leafcell adder9 4(in[O],in[1],in[2],in[3],in[4],in[5],in[6],in[7],in[8],out 
begin 
var(pl.3,1); 
pl.3=-1,2.000000000; 
[pl.3,in[0]] :=-1.330000043; 
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[pl.3,in[1]] :=-0. 729939640; 
[pl.3,in[2]] :=-0.729939640; 
[pl.3,in[3]] :=-1.430000067; 
[pl.3,in[4]] :=-1.430000067; 
[pl.3,in(5]] :=-1.430000067; 
[pl.3,in[6]] :=-1.330000043; 
[pl.3,in[7]] :=-0. 729939580; 
[pl.3,in[8]] :=-0. 729939580; 
var(p1.3,out,u.1,p1.1,p1.2,1); 
zero.1=,-1,50.000000000,50.000000000,-50.000000000,0.111363158; 
du.1=5.000000000,,-5.000000000,,,; 
p1.1=,,1,1,,0.002232756; 
p1.2=,,-1,,1,0.017767243; 
remove[p1.3,p1.3]; 
end; 

(* 1eafce11 #3 (of 9): *) 

1 e af c e 11 adder 9 3 ( i n [ 0 ] , in [ 1 ] , i n [ 2 ] , in [ 3 ] , in [ 4 ] , in [ 5 ] , in [ 6 ] , in [ 7 ] , in [ 8 ] , o u i 
begin 
var(pl.3,1); 
p1.3=-1,2.000000000; 
[pl.3,in[0]] :=-1.430000067; 
[pl.3,in[1]] :=-1.430000067; 
[pl.3,in[2]] :=-1.430000067; 
[pl.3,in[3]] :=-0. 729939640; 
[pl.3,in[4]] :=-0. 729939640; 
[pl.3,in[5]] :=-1.330000043; 
[pl.3,in[6]] :=-0.895600021; 
[pl.3,in[7]] :=-0.895600021; 
[pl.3,in[8]] :=-1.330000043; 
var(p1.3,out,u.1,p1.1,p1.2,1); 
zero.1=,-1,50.000000000,50.000000000,-50.000000000,0.111606687; 
du.1=5.000000000,,-5.000000000,,,; 
p1.1=,,1,1,,0.002874987; 
p1.2=,,-1,,1,0.017125013; 
remove[p1.3,p1.3]; 
end; 

(* 1eafce11 #2 (of 9): *) 

1eafce11 adder9 __ 2(in[O],in[1],in[2],in[3],in[4],in(5],in[6],in(7],in[8],oui 
begin 
var(p1.3,1); 
p1.3=-1,2.000000000; 
[pl.3,in[0]] :=-1.430000067; 
[pl.3,in[1]] :=-1.430000067; 
[pl.3,in[2]] :=-1.430000067; 
[pl.3,in[3]] :=-0. 729939640; 
[pl.3,in[4]] :=-1.330000043; 
[pl.3,in[5]] :=-0. 729939640; 
[pl.3,in[6]] :=-0.895600021; 
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[pl.3,in[7]] :=-1.330000043; 
[pl.3,in[8]] :=-0.895600021; 
var(pl.3,out,u.1,pl.1,pl.2,1); 
zero.1=,-1,50.000000000,50.000000000,-50.000000000,0.111663207; 
du.1=5.000000000,,-5.000000000,,,; 
pl.1=,,1,1,,0.002552844; 
pl.2=,,-1,,1,0.017447155; 
remove[pl.3,pl.3]; 
end; 

(* leafcell #1 (of 9): *) 

leafcell adder9 __ 1(in[O],in(1],in[2],in[3],in(4],in[5],in[6],in[7],in[8],ou1 
begin 
var(pl.3,1); 
pl.3=-1,2.000000000; 
[pl.3,in[0]] :=-1.430000067; 
[pl.3,in[1]) :=-1.430000067; 
[pl.3,in[2]] :=-1.430000067; 
[pl.3,in[3]] :=-1.330000043; 
[pl.3,in[4]] :=-0. 729939640; 
[pl.3,in[5)] :=-0. 729939640; 
[pl.3,in[6]] :=-1.330000043; 
[pl.3,in[7]) :=-0.895600021; 
[pl.3,in[8]] :=-0.895600021; 
var(pl.3,out,u.1,pl.1,pl.2,1); 
zero.1=,-1,50.000000000,50.000000000,-50.000000000,0.111298367; 
du.1=5.000000000,,-5.000000000,,,; 
pl.l=,,1,1,,0.002297470; 
pl.2=,,-1,,1,0.017702529; 
remove[pl.3,pl.3]; 
end; 


